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NON-DUALITY TEACHERS ARE DANGEROUS 

-and- 

THE SPIRITUAL-POLITICAL 

 

NON-DUALITY TEACHERS ARE DANGEROUS 

Even if they are claiming not to be teachers, anyone espousing non-duality in its ‘pure form’ (i.e. consistently 

denying the duality at every opportunity) to a wide-ranging (in terms of spiritual development) audience, is 

dangerous. Because basically, only those who already get it truly understand it. And the others, stuck in 

duality and its conditioning, and yet told ‘there’s nowhere you need to go, nothing you need to do, ’you’ 

don’t exist,’ etc., etc. …can only understand that on a mental level. And so there is the risk that it is adopted 

as a concept, a belief… when you need the Direct Felt and Known experience- felt with your Whole Being… 

to truly understand. As just a concept latched onto, one becomes stuck in belief. Which is rigid and 

destructive without Direct Experience, and is a dissociative by-passing of the dualistic journey (with all its ups 

and downs, difficulties, joys and necessary [for a time] searching for meaning and purpose). It is therefore 

dangerous to deny duality and dualistic consciousness to people entrenched in duality and dualistic 

consciousness (i.e. if you’re not implicitly validating the individual process of discovery). Yes, Light the way, 

but with a balance. (And it is ‘a way’…each person does have their own particular journey- you can’t just flat-

out deny that and opt out of responsibility and opportunity). Non-duality tapered with duality is what’s 

needed (to the extent it is needed- to the extent there are unresolved aspects of the personality and 

psyche). Often, these speakers are just spiritually masturbating on a stage next to a load of sweetly smelling 

flowers and a jug and glass of water (check out ‘non-duality’ on youtube- there is a heap of this stuff there). 

All very poignant, of course. There is deep truth in much of what is said- but misunderstood, it’s dangerously 

denying of the lived reality of the experiential world! And there are so many people making this mistake! 

Why talk about this shit if you’re preaching to the converted (only they get it) and the rest can only be 

misled if they are not being honest with themselves- with their own direct experience (… or unless they are 

pretty much ‘there’ too… they pretty much get it… as the result of their own process as an experience of The 

One Love Itself). It is a true teacher’s role, yes, to guide the way, to show the heights of the mountain… but 

more than that… to point each person back to themselves- their own interface with reality, as it appears to 

them. This is what we work with! This is what we are faced with, like it or not! For this, truly, is where 

Consciousness is experienced. Nowhere else. Non-dual Consciousness is a mature state of Consciousness. 

While it is ‘Present Moment Open Love Here & Now One’… it takes the separative search- the ‘subject-

object’ divide- the inquiry within the structures of duality and multiplicity- within the world- to get there 

(Here!)- to shed that inquiry’s weight. You can’t just choose to drop searching before Truth has been 

revealed to you. In your own awareness, beyond only adopted belief! Otherwise you’ll be thinking (hoping?) 

‘you’re there’… that you’ve ‘got it’… but you’ve never even touched it- and inside, there is contradiction, 

turmoil. You need to do the work. Be honest with yourself, Love, be honest. If you’re suffering, you’re 

suffering… if you’re free, you’re free. But don’t confuse the two (as One). Healing is required first. The 

clarification of your own seeing. Your own Direct Experience of Truth… as it sits and rests with you and your 

Heart’s Resonance… is Your True Guidance. All this is a celebration of YOUR OWN BEING… and the 

importance of not surrendering it anywhere, or to anything else. 

~ Nathan Godolphin, 26/01/18. 
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THE SPIRITUAL-POLITICAL 

There is nothing controlling forces want more than a herd believing in a false ‘one.’ True Oneness, 

understood- is deeply powerful. But a ‘oneness’ of adopted belief is not substantiated by anything. No depth 

of being, only association to ideas on a mental level- on a ‘I choose to believe this’ level- on a level devoid of 

Direct Spiritual Knowledge- Direct Awareness of Truth. Don’t play into the hands of those who want you to 

believe the false representation, the imitation (…and this goes deeper than I would suggest most non-duality 

teachers are aware of…); because there is no liberation there. Liberation is in knowing on the Deep Inner 

Grounding of Your Own Life… so you are not slave to a fixed external ideal or belief structure, but Master of 

your own Destiny in Love, from the inside out. PEACE! 

~ Nathan Godolphin, 26/01/18. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AND OF COURSE, REAL TEACHERS OF 

REAL NON-DUALITY ARE DANGEROUS, 

BECAUSE THIS IS THE SPIRITUAL ASPECT 

OF THE ABOLITION OF CONTROL. THEY 

UNSETTLE THE FUNDAMENTAL 

ASSUMPTIONS OF A FALSE WORLD; 

NAMELY, THE PRIMACY OF SEPARATION 

IS UPROOTED, TO REVEAL THE DEEPER 

POWER THAT IS OURS. 


